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      Date: 04th April, 2021 

 

Parent Teacher Partnership in Making E-Learning More Effective 

 Education has changed dramatically, with the distinctive rise of e-learning, whereby 

teaching is undertaken remotely and on digital platforms. 

 Last years' experience says that E-learning is significantly more than simply 

live classes; it offers a robust and interactive learning experience and has 

evolved from the format of a virtual lecture. Online learning has been shown 

to increase retention of information in less time.   

 For another new academic year 2021-22, where we are now well experienced and 

equipped with the online teaching techniques, we want parents to be the part of e-

learning approach and adapt the new normal, additionally support child to adjust in 

more focused way. 

 For making E-learning more significant please follow the below listed points: 

 

Rules to follow strictly – (For students) 

1. Bath, dress well and with nicely combed hairs Sit in proper place and 

posture, no eating during class. Be Punctual for the class. 

2. Keep ready textbook, notebook, and pencil/pen near you for ready use. 

3. Keep a water bottle near to hydrate yourself timely. 

4. Student name in Display Name in the zoom. (In format - 5O Meet 

Sharma). No emojis should be there. 

5. All students should keep their video on and mute their mic. 

6. Students to unmute only when the teacher asks. 
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7. Timely complete and submit the work assigned in Google classroom. 

Don’t forget to turn in. 

8. Notebooks/written work should be properly done and maintained. It 

will be asked anytime for submission at school for correction. 

9. Don’t call the teacher without prior permission taken through 

whatapp/school app. 

 

Parent involvement and support 
1. Wake up child before time and make him/her ready for the class. 

2. Child should be given light breakfast (eg. Milk & Toast) before the 

start of school (Online classes) 

3. Space for heavy breakfast (Long break) is made in the time table. 

Kindly follow and provide breakfast in break time so that child can 

finish it up on time and get ready for next class. 

4. See to it that the area of study should be well ventilated, well lighted, 

comfortable and enough space for gadget and writing material. Also 

keep in mind the sitting should be in proper posture. 

5. Delete unneeded/unnecessary files and apps from our gadget 

(Mobile/tablet/PC) 

6. Agree on house rules for the studies. Stress on the importance of 

responsibility, cooperation, independence and self-discipline. 

7. Support school by being partner in your child’s development. Help 

child to follow Rules for students (mentioned above). 

8. Encourage child to participate in extra activities and help them by 

providing materials and guidance required to participate. 

9. All the queries should be raised in fair way and with patience. At the 

end we all are having same mission of child development.  

 

- Remember together we can and we will make the 

difference 

 

Pinnacle Public School  


